Links from **Yale Strom.**

https://www.etsy.com/listing/896262481/shloyml-boyml-bilingual-hanukkah  - Shloyml Boyml and His Lucky Dreydl in Yiddish and English based upon ethnographic research done in Bessarabia.


This is the link for my book A WANDERING FEAST an autobiography about my first trek to Eastern Europe, contains sheet music, photos and recipes of food I ate from Elizabeth Schwartz.

https://www.amazon.com/Shpil-Playing-Klezmer-Yale-Strom/dp/0810882914  - This is my book for musicians/students who want to learn how to play klezmer. Each chapter is written by the musician in Strom’s band Hot Pstromi.

https://www.halleonard.com/product/191543/the-absolutely-complete-klezmer-songbook
--- This book includes a history of klezmer chapter, photos of klezmer bands before WW II and 306 klezmer tunes - most never before published and many from Strom’s ethnographic field research he has conducted in Eastern Europe.


MUSIC - https://open.spotify.com/track/4exeb3FiaoQ4ugQ4l2MAk0

MUSIC - https://www.amazon.com/Yale-Stroms-Broken-Consort-Shimmering/dp/B07G2WP5Q